Large-Scale Distributed Computational Fluid Dynamics on the Information Power Grid using Globus
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Abstract

This paper describes an experiment in which a large-scale scientific application developed for tightly-coupled parallel machines is adapted to the distributed execution environment of the Information Power Grid (IPG). A brief overview of the IPG and a description of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) algorithm are given. The Globus metacomputing toolkit is used as the enabling device for the geographically-distributed computation. Modifications related to latency hiding and load balancing were required for an efficient implementation of the CFD application in the IPG environment. Performance results on a pair of SGI Origin2000 machines indicate that real scientific applications can be effectively implemented on the IPG; however, a significant amount of continued effort is required to make such an environment useful and accessible to scientists and engineers.

1. Introduction

In one of its Enabling Technologies Goals, NASA has committed to "provide next-generation design tools and experimental aircraft to increase design confidence and cut the development cycle for aircraft in half." To meet such ambitious goals, a significant improvement is required in NASA's ability to create, process, understand, store, and communicate data. It is unlikely that conventional approaches to high-performance computing will be able to achieve these lofty objectives. Therefore, NASA is building a nationwide infrastructure called the Information Power Grid (IPG).

The IPG is intended to provide ubiquitous and uniform access, through a convenient interface, to a wide range of computational, communication, data analysis, and storage resources, many of which are specialized and cannot be replicated at all user sites. It involves linking the vast, heterogeneous, and geographically-distributed resources of NASA and its IPG partners to create a scalable, adaptive, and transparent computational environment. The interface will hide details of machine particulars, such as location, size, connectivity, and name, thereby presenting users with a unified virtual machine. A blueprint for this proposed technology is documented in [6].

The IPG can be used to address two major computing requirements. The first involves efficiently orchestrating several technologies to enable distributed human collaboration and location-independent access to unique resources. The goal is to create an integrated environment that allows researchers to solve specific problems quickly. The second requirement is to provide a transparent, widely-distributed, high-performance metacomputing facility to solve extremely large applications that are currently intractable on tightly-integrated parallel supercomputers.

The goal of the work reported in this paper is a proof-of-concept demonstration of how IPG technology can be used effectively to tackle a challenging problem in this second area: running a single, large computational fluid dynamics (CFD) application in a distributed fashion on separate machines. The virtual distributed computer is viewed as a collection of supernodes, where each supernode is a homogeneous, tightly-coupled machine.

The Globus project [5] aims to develop a software infrastructure for computations that integrate geographically-distributed computational and information resources. At present, it is a realistic starting point for the implementation of the IPG. Globus has already been deployed on a...
large testbed, called GUSTO, spanning 40 sites and providing 2.5 TFlops of compute power. In this paper, we describe how Globus is used to combine homogeneous but distributed resources (SGI Origin2000 systems at NASA Ames Research Center and at Argonne National Laboratory) to simulate an X-38 Crew Return Vehicle (CRV). This experiment provided experience with Globus and insights into the requirements for future IPG technology at NASA.

The CFD application chosen for this experiment involves the accurate prediction of high-speed viscous flow around a geometrically-complex three-dimensional body. Problems of this nature challenge the capabilities of the most advanced single-processor platforms available. Large-scale multiprocessor computer systems offer a powerful tool to solve large and complex problems; but they may still not suffice, and gaining exclusive access to them is difficult in practice. The CFD software used is an enhanced version of OVERFLOW [2], the most widely-used flow solver software at NASA Ames. OVERFLOW deals with the geometrical complexity of flow solution domains by allowing sets of separately generated and updated structured discretization grids to exchange information through interpolation.

The main technical challenge in implementing scientific applications on the IPG lies in accommodating the sizable and variable latencies as well as the reduced bandwidths incurred in distributed computations on geographically-separated machines. Common latency-hiding techniques such as pipelining can only be used when data dependencies are known in advance and when data can be prepared and sent long before it is needed. For example, real-time visualization of scientific data can be formulated as a two-stage pipeline, with one machine generating the data and the other performing the rendering. But such strategies are useless for running tightly-coupled applications like OVERFLOW in a distributed manner, where computation and communication are intrinsically interleaved. The focus of this work is on identifying and implementing the minimum changes to a state-of-the-art parallel program that are necessary to run it efficiently as a distributed application in an IPG environment.

The remainder of this paper includes a brief overview of the IPG concept and the enabling software layer (Globus) used in this project (Sec. 2), a description of the CFD scheme and an outline of the application used for our experiments (Sec. 3), a description of the IPG implementation of the application and computational results (Sec. 4), and summary remarks and a discussion of future directions (Sec. 5).

2. Distributed computing environment

One of the early success stories in the history of distributed computing has been the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [7] library. However, the subsequent substantial use of PVM also revealed some of the limitations of the concept of the library. Much of the burden of using it for distributed computing fell on the user. For example:

- All remote computer resources had to be named within the application program.
- All information needed for creating and running remote processes (executables, data files, scripts, etc.) had to be moved to the proper location by the user.
- All remote processor and file system access issues, most notably security and accounting, had to be explicitly resolved by the user.

This led to the realization that a more top-down approach to distributed computing is needed, in which an integrated environment for distributed applications and remote services is provided without requiring an undue amount of effort on the part of individual users. This quest for an integrated but distributed environment forms a substantial pillar of the IPG project.

2.1. Information Power Grid

The Information Power Grid (IPG) project is being conducted by NASA in collaboration with a number of government and academic partners. A large number of compute and data resources are currently available in principle to NASA researchers, but they are often not easily accessible from different locations. The goal of the IPG is to make these resources available easily, uniformly, and transparently. The IPG is intended to facilitate the aggregation of these distributed resources to enable scalable systems required to solve problems that are intractable on current localized computing environments [10]. More specifically, the IPG is meant to support aerospace research and engineering, with their typical requirements of large-scale simulations and very data- and compute-intensive visualizations.

A layered design of IPG, depicted in Fig. 1, makes the technical implementation manageable. The bottom two layers constitute the existing NASA computing environment, and consist of the native operating system and the basic hardware. The top layer, called Aerospace Engineering System, provides a number of tools and interfaces that are specific to future research in aerospace engineering. The Tools and High-Level Services layer provides supplemental tools and interfaces to make the IPG Virtual Machine more user-friendly and easier to administer and maintain. All these four layers are beyond the scope of this paper.

The long-term objectives of the research effort behind this paper is to investigate, develop, and demonstrate technology for the IPG Virtual Machine layer. This layer provides a uniform interface for the user to specify computational or informational tasks, regardless of where the tasks are to be executed. It consists of five separate subsystems, as shown in Fig. 1. This layer constitutes a virtual dis-
distributed computing resource that resolves issues of compatibility between the heterogeneous systems spread around the organizations of NASA and its partners. This requires tools for specifying memory requirements, the number of distributed processes, processing speeds, compilers, wall clock time needs, libraries, header files, and so on.

2.2. Globus metacomputing toolkit

Several recent research projects [1, 5, 8, 15] provide prototypes for the IPG Virtual Machine layer. In this paper we test one of them, the Globus metacomputing toolkit [5], as a possible realization. Globus evolved out of the successful but still somewhat ad hoc I-WAY high-performance distributed computing experiment [4].

Globus provides core services required for the IPG Virtual Machine, including the management of resource location and allocation, communication, gathering unified resource information, authentication, remote process creation, fault detection, and remote data access. For the purpose of the experiments reported in this paper, in which dedicated resources are used, the critical Globus components are communication and process creation. Communication is implemented through MPICH-G [3], a Globus-enabled device for the public-domain implementation of MPI [9], and process creation through the co-allocation service accessed via the globusrun utility used to interface with local schedulers. While Globus is used to make the two remote parallel computers recognize each other, the entire application is run as a single message-passing program under MPICH, and the application programmer need not be aware of any distinction between the two machines.

3. Computational fluid dynamics application

The CFD scheme used in this work utilizes structured overset grids based on the Chimera [14] style of domain decomposition. Such schemes have proven to be appropriate for predicting high-speed viscous flows around complex shapes for both static and dynamic (i.e., moving-body) configurations. The Chimera scheme divides the entire problem domain into a system of grids that overlap one another by one or more grid cells. The solution proceeds by updating, at each iteration, the inter-grid boundaries on each grid with interpolated data from overlapping grids. Geometrically-complex shapes are broken into groups of overlapping curvilinear body-fitted grids and relatively simple rectilinear background grids. Besides being numerically expedient, the domain decomposition nature of the Chimera approach offers a high degree of coarse-grained parallelism that can be exploited in distributed computing environments.

The most popular overset-grid flow solver that is used at NASA Ames Research Center is the OVERFLOW code [2]. There are at least three different parallel implementations of OVERFLOW, using different programming models and data-distribution methods. The first is a fine-grained MPI version where it is possible to partition individual grids among processors; however, it does not have all the various boundary conditions and grid types implemented. The second version is an MLP (multi-level programming) code designed specifically for the CC-NUMA architecture of the Origin2000. It is able to balance the processor workloads automatically based on runtimes from the first few iterations, but does not work on multiple loosely-coupled machines.

The third version is the one used for the experiments reported in this paper. Here, each grid is assigned to a unique processor, and the set of grids assigned to any particular processor is referred to as a group. In this coarse-grained data-distribution scheme, it is only necessary to communicate some of the boundary information between processors. The computation for individual grids is entirely serial.

A number of enhancements have been made within this third version of OVERFLOW that allow solution-based mesh adaptation [12] and scalable parallel execution [16]. MPI message passing facilitates execution on a variety of distributed computer platforms, and the code has been successfully tested for static geometry problems on an IBM SP multiprocessor.

3.1. Parallel implementation

Overset grid schemes belong to the general class of Schwarz domain decomposition methods. Since each subdomain boundary is updated only once per iteration with interpolations from neighboring subdomains possibly requiring communications, a natural coarse-grained level of parallelism exists. The automated Cartesian grid generation scheme generates a relatively large number of grids, usually
many more than the available number of processors. This trend is expected to continue as computational problems become larger and more complex.

Because there are many more grids than processors, our distribution approach places one or more grids onto each processor in a load-balanced fashion. A grouping algorithm seeks to balance the computational workload by considering both the number of grid points in each group and an estimate of the work associated with each grid point. The latter is necessary because some grids may require more computational work per grid point than those in others. For example, a turbulence model may be applied on grids near the body but not on grids in the far field. Weighting factors that correspond to the additional work are applied to the grids containing the more computationally intensive points, prior to performing the grouping. The grouping strategy also seeks to maintain a degree of locality among the member grids in each group to maximize the level of intra-group connectivity. Details of the bin-packing grouping algorithm are given in [16].

The rectilinear-grid generator occasionally generates grids that are individually much larger than the average size of a group. This situation leads to either load imbalance or to grids that do not fit in core. To avoid this situation, the grids are checked after generation, and a recursive binary splitting technique [16] is applied to those grids that exceed the average group size. The rectilinear-grid generator then automatically generates the appropriate system of grid components and computes the necessary interpolation stencils. The splitting procedure is significantly more complicated for the body-fitted curvilinear grids and has not yet been implemented for such grids.

3.2. Test case

The parallel version of the overset CFD code has been implemented on the IBM SP at Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiments Station (CEWES). Test cases include steady-state viscous calculations of two relatively complex aerodynamic configurations: NASA's X-38 Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) and Army's Comanche helicopter (without blades). The former, shown in Fig. 3, is used for the IPG simulation experiments reported in this paper.

Figure 3. View of the X-38 Crew Return Vehicle.

The grid system for the X-38 CRV consists of 13 near-body curvilinear grids and 115 off-body rectilinear grids, for a total of more than 2.5 million points. The largest grid is body-fitted, and contains 437,976 points. A single grid this large causes scalability problems; future work will address this issue. The smallest of the 128 overlapping grids contains only 216 points. Having many small grids is desir-
4. IPG implementation

As mentioned in Sec. 3, the enhanced version of OVERFLOW has been developed as a coarse-grained parallel program for tightly-coupled parallel machines. The communication overhead on a fairly richly-connected architecture such as the IBM SP is typically about 10% of the total execution time on 128 processors. However, in a truly distributed IPG environment with poorer connectivity (smaller aggregate bandwidth) and significantly larger latencies due to the geographical separation of the computers used, modifications must be made to reduce the impact of communication. This is achieved in two phases.

First and most notably, a higher level of asynchrony must be embedded into the numerical scheme to hide latency. This issue is addressed in Sec. 4.1. Second, a more sophisticated technique must be used to map the overset grids to the supernodes of the IPG and, in turn, to the individual processors of these supernodes. This is described in Sec. 4.2.

4.1. Latency hiding

The time-advancement strategy of the solution scheme on the overlapping grids has been altered to hide the increased latency between IPG supernodes. In the original parallel scheme, all communicating processors first exchange boundary values. Once the exchange is completed, the interior solution domains are updated independently. Consequently, the entire communication is exposed, and overall performance deteriorates as the connectivity degrades. In the new scheme, latency tolerance is obtained by lagging the boundary value update by one additional timestep. The boundary value exchange is initiated at the beginning of a timestep, but the values are not used until the beginning of the next timestep. It allows the overlap of computation and communication for as much as the duration of one entire timestep. We call this the deferred scheme. Both the original and the deferred schemes are depicted schematically in Fig. 4.

One potential problem with the deferred scheme is that lagging the boundary value updates may render the flow solver unstable or cause it to converge less rapidly. However, the results reported in Sec. 4.3 show negligible difference in convergence or in the values of some physical quantities for the X-38 CRV simulation (which is basically a steady-state case except for some unsteadiness behind the vehicle that does not affect the solution at the leading edge or on the body).

The possibility remains that the deferred method may lead to instability or slower convergence for more difficult unsteady problems. However, note that it is only necessary to use the latency-tolerant method at the boundary between the supernodes, where the high latencies are encountered. It may be possible to partition the collection of grids between the supernodes so that the boundary encompasses only a relatively steady, slow-changing part of the solution, thereby avoiding instability or convergence problems.

4.2. Load balancing

The original method for grouping grids and assigning groups to processors described in Sec. 3.1 is ad hoc, but quite effective at balancing load on a tightly-coupled parallel system for moderate-sized problems (assuming that a
good load balance is possible for a given grid system and number of processors. It mostly ignores the cost of communication between grids, except to the extent that it attempts to place neighboring grids on the same processor. As long as the communication overhead is relatively insignificant, this will be effective. On a system consisting of two or more loosely-coupled supermodes, however, the greatly increased latency and reduced bandwidth between the supermodes can have a substantial impact. Moreover, since large numbers of processors will be required for future very large-scale computations, we are led to investigate a more principled method for load balancing.

The problem of assigning grids to processors in a way that balances load and minimizes communication is a classic partitioning problem, which often arises in distributed unstructured applications. Such a mapping mitigates the effect of reduced bandwidth. The set of grids defines an undirected graph, with the grids represented by the vertices and the overlap between pairs of grids represented by the edges. An estimate of the work required by each grid can be used to define a weight for each vertex, and an estimate of the cost of each inter-grid interpolation can be used to define a weight for each edge.

The partitioning problem is to assign $v$ vertices to $P$ processors ($P \leq v$) such that each processor has a (roughly) equal aggregate vertex weight, while the total weight of the edges that span different processors is minimized. (Figure 5 shows a small example for $v = 20$ and $P = 4$ with uniform vertex weights and edge weights.) This problem has been thoroughly studied. While it is NP-hard, several heuristic solutions are very effective. We have integrated one such partitioner, called MeTiS [11], into our flow solver code, and find that it distributes grids as effectively as the original scheme. This is because the X-38 CRV test case contains a few very large grids that dominate the workload. It is therefore impossible to improve the quality of the load balance without splitting the large grids. However, the MeTIS partitioner will generally be more useful for larger problems with more grids.

Another weakness of the original load balancing method is that it estimates the work required by each grid from the number of grid points. (Near-body grids are treated slightly differently from off-body grids.) While the number of floating-point operations is proportional to the number of grid points, cache effects may introduce nonlinearities because the grid size may interact with the various cache sizes in unpredictable ways. A comparison of the estimated work and the actual work required for each of the 128 grids of the X-38 CRV revealed considerable discrepancies: as high as 1.3% for one body-fitted grid and 35% for one off-body grid. Instead of using mere estimates for grid weights, we use actual measurements. Using a default partitioning, the simulation is run for a few timesteps and the work for each grid is measured. These measurements are then used to produce a final partitioning.

4.3. Results

Our IPG testbed consisted of three separate SGI Origin2000 machines: two located at NASA Ames Research Center and the third at Argonne National Laboratory. A maximum of 8 processors were used on any one machine, each running Globus version 1.0.0. MPICH-G was used as the message-passing library.

The flight test conditions for the X-38 CRV were a Mach number of 1.5 and a 15-degree angle of attack. Figure 6 shows the computed Mach contours on the symmetry plane. Additional details of the simulation and computed loads are given in [12].
flow solver (as described in Sec. 4.1) for the X-38 configuration. Figures 7 and 8 show the difference in the $L^2$-norms of the residuals of the iterative scheme for two representative near-body grids. Reduction of the residual on these grids is a good measure of the overall convergence of the method.

Reduction of the residual on these grids is a good measure of the overall convergence of the method.

![Figure 7. Residual comparison for the X-38 CRV nose cone (grid 1).](image)

![Figure 8. Residual comparison for the X-38 CRV rear section (grid 5).](image)

Clearly, there is no discernible difference in convergence between the two versions of the flow solver for grid 1, which is situated at the nose cone of the vehicle. The residual on grid 5, which is situated at the rear of the vehicle, converges for neither method. This is due to the fact that the flow in this portion of the configuration is genuinely unsteady, and no steady state (zero residual) exists. Although a mismatch exists between the residual evolutions of the two schemes, the general trend is similar, and there is no reason to believe that the deferred version will be less stable than the original version. The mismatch can be removed by employing a subiteration strategy [13], which is a form of defect correction that is often used to reduce errors due to factorization and poor linearization. However, several random checks of some integrated physical quantities (lift, drag, roll, pitch) for the X-38 from both the original and the deferred time-advancement strategies show differences of only a few tenths of a percent for all cases. Most likely, these differences are caused by the unsteady behavior behind the tail. Hence, it is not necessary to incur the additional cost of subiterations.

Having established that the deferred timestep method gives accurate results, we now turn our attention to its efficiency. Table 1 lists the runtime per timestep for three different configurations of eight processors. Evelyn and Piglet are each 8-processor Origin2000 systems located at NASA Ames, connected via a HIPPI channel. Denali is a 96-processor Origin2000 at Argonne, connected to Evelyn and Piglet via a DS3 Internet connection. To eliminate variability, all timings are the minimum over at least 15 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Processors</th>
<th>Evelyn</th>
<th>Piglet</th>
<th>Denali</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Deferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Wall clock time (in secs) for each timestep of the CFD solver using the original and the deferred methods for three different configurations.

The first row of Table 1 shows that the deferred method does indeed hide at least some of the communication time between two supernodes connected by a rather high-performance HIPPI channel. The second row shows that the application actually runs slower on a single 8-processor supernode than it does on two HIPPI-connected 4-processor supernodes (no difference between the original and the deferred methods). This is explained by the fact that the Origin2000 hardware does not support asynchronous message passing, but there are separate DMA engines on the HIPPI boards that do support asynchronous communication between separate systems.

Finally, the third row shows no significant difference between the original and the deferred methods using the Internet connection. This result is expected because this configuration does not allow asynchronous messaging. To overcome this problem, we are currently investigating the use...
of dedicated nodes to serve as communication processors. This row of data is included only to show the degradation in performance due to the relatively low-performance Internet connection.

5. Summary and future directions

This paper described an experiment in which a large-scale application in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was adapted for efficient execution on the distributed environment of the Information Power Grid (IPG). The Globus metacomputing toolkit was used as the enabling software in this project. The CFD scheme uses structured overset grids and an enhanced version of the OVERFLOW code. The MPI-based OVERFLOW/Chimera application appears to be well-suited for a proof-of-concept demonstration of IPG/Globus technology. The application is very important to NASA, and will soon require resources exceeding what is available in any one tightly-coupled parallel system operated by NASA or its partners.

Load imbalance and communication overhead (given the smaller bandwidth and the larger latency due to the geographical separation of the computational resources used) were identified as the main sources of parallel inefficiency. We anticipate alleviating the load imbalance problem by incorporating a "breakup" scheme to split large near-body grids, through better measurement of the loads associated with each grid, and by using a graph partitioner to more effectively assign grids to processors. Preliminary results showing that the application tolerates an additional lag of one timestep in boundary value interpolation suggests that the extra latency and reduced bandwidth involved in geographically-remote communication can be at least partially hidden. However, significant effort is still required to make the IPG a generally useful and a widely accessible environment for solving major computational problems.
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